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 Bibliographic Control.
 AI & Machine Learning.
 Generate AI Based on BC,



“… Let’s Start …”



Where Data Comes From?
So !!!



The Human Being Was The Primary and The Only 
Source Of Data Production by: 

Authorship, Discovery , Creativity , Extrapolation , Conclusion , Invention ...

The Human Being Was The Primary and The Only 
Source Of Data Production by: 

Authorship, Discovery , Creativity , Extrapolation , Conclusion , Invention ...



The Products was
Manuscripts, Printed Books and Journals, 

Audiovisual , Digital Resources !



With the Large Human Production of Data and Information 
Resources, We Needed to Methods, Means, and Tools to:
- Organize,
- Searching,
- Find,
- Identify,
- Select,
- Acquire or Obtain Access,
- Navigate
- and Explore 

These Information Resources. 



So, the Metadata and
Bibliographic Control

have been
formulated !!!



Data

Metadata Metadata

https://dataedo.com/kb/data-glossary/what-is-metadata

• Metadata is basically data that describes Entites or Information Resources.
• It helps us understand the origin, structure, nature, and context of data.
• As a result, we can categorize, organize, and then easily retrieve information.



A broad term encompassing all the activities involved in
Creating, Organizing, Managing, and Maintaining the
file of Metadata Records representing the items held in a
library, Bibliographies, Databases, Museums or archival
collection, to Facilitate Access to the information
contained in them.





The British Museum No: EA22878.



The Pinakes is a lost bibliographic work
composed by Callimachus that is the first library
catalog in the world; its contents were based upon
the holdings of the Library of Alexandria during
Callimachus' tenure there during the third century
BCE.



The Fihrist, or The Catalogue: is an
encyclopedic bibliographical work completed in
987 C.E. by the Baghdadi bookseller Ibn al-
Nadim (d. 990 C.E.).

like the card catalogue for the combined 
libraries of tenth-century.

the single most important source on the
translation of Greek, Persian, and Sanskrit
scientific legacies into Arabic in the 8th-10th
centuries

Kashf al-Zunun 'an Asami al-Kutub wa al-Funun (The
Removal of Doubt from the Names of Books and the
Arts) is a bibliographic encyclopedia of books and
sciences compiled by Turkish writer Kâtip Çelebi. It
was written in Arabic.

Cataloged titles was of approximately 15,000 books; 
9,500 names of authors; and 300 sciences and arts. The 
work is seen as a significant example of and 
contribution to Ottoman historiography.

At 990 C.E



Conrad Gesner is known as the 
“father of bibliography”. 

In 1545 he published Bibliotheca 
universalis (Universal 

Bibliography 1545–1549) 
(Twenty-one Books of 

Encyclopedias or Universal 
Divisions).



The Roles of Otlet & La 
Fontaine in Universal 
Bibliographic Vision









The Catalogue Has to Tell You More
Than What You Ask For …. The
Answer Of a Good Catalogue Is Not To
Say Yes Or Not, But …. To Tell The
User That The Library Has The Item In
So Many Editions And Translations,
And You Have Your Choice.

Seymour Lubetzky (1898 – 2003).



Henriette Avram, who developed the MARC 

format (Machine Readable Cataloging), that 

opened a new horizons for Data representation to 

Machine.



Tillett & Bibliographic Models



Bibliographic Control Based on Relationships 



Arabic Literature 
Bibliographic Relationships



IFLA was established in 1927 at Edinburgh, 
Scotland. In 1971, the Head Quarter was 

shifted at Netherland, the Hague.z

IFLA is a Non-Governmental, Not-For-Profit, 
an International Organization.

IFLA- provides, Information Specialists to the 
World, with a forum for exchange Ideas, 

IFLA Promoting International Co-Operation, 
Research, and development in all fields of 

library and its services



Universal Bibliographic Control (UBC) is a concept has been
Coined by Herman Liebaers (the president of IFLA).

According to the UBC “… Any Document would only be cataloged
once in its country of origin, and that record would then be
available for the use of any library in the world…”

In the currently era, IFLA has played a central role, stimulating
National Bibliographic Agencies to promote standards and
collaborations that go beyond the national sphere, leading to
multicenter and even more cooperative bibliographic control.

IFLA & Universal 
Bibliographic Control



Universal 
Bibliographic 

Control

• The Aim of UBC is Promotion of a worldwide system for
the control and exchange of bibliographic information.

• Requirements of  UBS are Need an Authoritative 
Organization-UNESCO, NBA- Create the Authoritative, 
Produce and Distribute the records in a standard physical 
form.





• A comprehensive list of bibliographic data of sources
of information found in a given institution, arranged
in an orderly manner for ease of retrieval (usually
alphabetically by author, title, or subject).

• It is available in the form of recordings that reflect
the formal and implicit descriptions of these sources.

• the main objectives from catalogues are:
• Enable anyone to find any source of information.

• Shows what the library contains.

• To help choose the source of information



A systematic list of works written by a specific author or
on a specific topic, or that share one or more common
characteristics (language, form, period, place of
publication, etc.).



Search Engines 

A search engine is a software program
that helps people find the information
they are looking for online using keywords
or phrases. Search engines are able to
return results quickly—even with
millions of websites online—by scanning
the Internet continuously and indexing
every page they find.



How Can Create 
Bibliographic Control?













May be by Digital Transformation



Based on Text Analysis







The Current State of Bibliographic Control Tools
A survey conducted by the OCLC Network in 2010 about The usage of
research tools in academic societies in Europe and USA revealed that
library catalogs has a last rank between other research tools in conducting
scientific research.







Bibliographic Control Tools Don't Integrate with 
others

OPACs Springer Med 

Image DB

Cairo Univ. 
Repositories

The World Wide Web



Despite it is online



It Doesn't Be A Result In Search Engines Results



The Reasons Are:



So, let’s developing many Initiatives

R
B
R

R
B
R



Finally, we did it !!!

Bibliographic Record ( القرآن
(الكريم

Bibliographic Record ( تفسير ال
(الميسر

Indexed Article 

نص) (سورة البقرة

Indexed Web PageAuthor Photo 

Historical Location Photo 

(صورة لمهبط الوحي)

Author WikiPage ) محمد متولي
)الشعراوي

Subject Wikipage

FRBR

The Semantic Web

Web Search Engines (Google book -
Scholar)

Open Image Database (Flicker)Open Encyclopedia (Wikipedia)

Bibliographic Catalog (CUCL) فهرس المكتبة 
المركزية



Library Catalogues & Knowledge Integration 



BIBFRAME

In November 2012, the Library of
Congress launched The Bibliographic
Framework initiative,

the goal is providing a complete and
rich bibliographic description format
that integrates indexes with other
search tools on the Web. 



BIBFRAME Architecture 

BIBFRAME 2.0

Vocabulary Model



Bibframe Model
العمل الكيان

المفردة دث ا

الموضوعات الوكلاء



BIBFRAME Vocabulary



Now we have SW OPACS



The Semantic Web OPACs







Now We Have Smart OPACS



Now
OPACs Are Integrated !!

It was Finished?



I don’t Think so !

The Main Target of Bibliographic Control 
Tools is Meeting the Users needs



 By helping Users to:
- Searching,
- Find,
- Identify,
- Select,
- Acquire or Obtain Access,
- Navigate
- and Explore Information        
Resources





Few Years Later !
Many Surveys has been Conducted, 
Confirming that Usage Stats of AI 
Search Tools will take a Charge of 

Meeting Users Need 



- 37% of people in advertising and 
marketing.
- 35% of people in technology.
- 30% of people in consulting.
- 19% of people in accounting.
- 15% of people in healthcare.

Users going to AI Search Tools Stats







According to 
Forbes

Despite having concerns 
about application of AI in 

various businesses and 
verticals, 65% of consumers 
have trust in the businesses 
which use AI technology.



More than 
quarter of people 
in the UK (26%) 
Moving to use 
Generative AI 
Search Tools, 

According to new findings from Deloitte's 
2023 Digital Consumer Trends research



So,

Why Users are going to Machines 
(Generative AI) Tools rather than OPACs 

Despite it maybe untrustful like 
Bibliographic tools?



Answer Returns to,

The Shortcomings of the Bibliographic Control, 
It is Still Existing at Organizing Phase, 

Didn’t Moving to the Next Phases:

“Analysis, Integration, Predicting & Generating”



THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC 
CONTROL FOCUS ON 
ORGANIZING PHASE



Where it Should 
Moving to next phases:

“Analysis’
“Prediction”

&
“Generating” 



To Meet 
Currently Users 

Needs Which Are 
Be ...

Descriptive Needs  “What has 
happened in the present and past?”

Diagnostic Needs  “Why it 
Happened?” 

Predictive Needs  “What could 
Happen in future?”  (ML)

Prescriptive Needs  “What should 
be Done?”  (Gen. AI)



How Can Make UBC Meets Users Needs?
Or 

Backing to the Main Question that 
has been Asked in IFLA WLIC 2014 !!!



Did The Digital Tide 
Knock UBC Out?”





As We had Known Previously,

the Human being was 
Responsible to Produce Data and 

Control it …



But



Exactly !



But!

Is it good a Machine to be a 
Human Partner in Data 

Production?



IDC AnnouncementIDC Announcement

• The International Data Corporation Annual
Report (IDC) In 2011 Indicated, The Data
Volume that Generated have Reached to 1021
Trillion Exabytes Of Data..

• The Data Volume has Doubled About 9
times than before,

• These Numbers can be considered as
Alarm, and as Declaration to Great
Phenomenon, that will be …..





What is Big Data
So,



What is Big DataWhat is Big Data

“… Refers to Data that is so Large, Fast , and
Unstructured or Complex that it’s Difficult or
Impossible to Process Using Classic Methods (as
Bibliographic Control) and Techniques …”



Size of Data



How much…? How much…? 



Big Data FeaturesBig Data Features







Unstructured Data
• Unstructured data refers to data that lacks a predefined structure or
organized format.

• This type of data does not fit neatly into traditional rows and columns
like structured data found in databases.

• Unstructured data is typically more flexible in terms of content and
format, making it challenging to manage and analyze using
conventional data management tools and techniques.





Unstructured Data TypesUnstructured Data Types



Unstructured Data SizeUnstructured Data Size





From Three Resources !!!From Three Resources !!!



• Social Media.
• IoT Devices.
• Online Transactions.
• Digital Media.
• Log Files.
• Sensor Networks.
• Genomic Data.
• Scientific Research.
• Government and Public Data. 
• Text and Documents.
• Financial Data.
• Geospatial Data.



The 2nd  Q:

How Machines Can Generated 
Data?



- Knowledge Representation.
- Knowledge Understanding.
- Knowledge Generation.



1 St phase:

Knowledge Representation
• Knowledge representation is a fundamental concept in artificial intelligence (AI).
• It refers to the process of capturing and structuring information in a way that can be

understood, processed, and manipulated by computers or intelligent agents.
• The goal of knowledge representation is to create a formal system or framework that allows

computers to reason, make inferences, and draw conclusions from the stored information.



•Semantic Networks.
•Frames:
•Ontologies:
•Neural Network Embeddings:



Semantic Networks

Semantic Networks: These represent knowledge as nodes
(objects or concepts) connected by edges (relationships). They
are easy to understand but can become complex for large
knowledge bases.



Like (BIBFRAME – RDF)
Frames organize knowledge into 

structured units, with attributes and 
slots that define properties and 

relationships of objects or concepts. 
They are used for representing 

structured information about objects 
or events.



Ontologies are formal models that define concepts, their relationships, and 
properties within a specific domain. They provide a common vocabulary for 

various AI systems to communicate and reason about shared knowledge.



In situations involving uncertainty, probabilistic models can be used 
to represent knowledge using probabilities and statistical methods.



In more recent years, techniques like word embeddings and neural network-based
models have been used to capture semantic relationships between words and
concepts, enabling AI systems to understand and represent knowledge in a
distributed and continuous manner.



2nd phase:

Knowledge Understanding !
Knowledge 

Understanding Is the 
Machines Ability to 

Comprehend and 
Make Sense of 
Information.

It is the process of 
extracting meaning from 

data and using that 
meaning to answer 

questions, solve problems, 
and make decisions.



Knowledge Understanding
Knowledge understanding is a complex process that 
involves multiple cognitive skills, such as:

- Machine Attention: The ability to focus on relevant 
information and ignore irrelevant information.

- Machine Memory: The ability to store and retrieve 
information.

- Comprehension: The ability to understand the meaning of 
information.

- Inference: The ability to draw conclusions from information.

- Evaluation: The ability to assess the quality of information.





The Result !!!



Based on Watson Discovery

113



DETECTION !!!

114



Understanding

115



TEST

116



The Results !!!

117



3rd phase:



Knowledge 
Generation



How Generate 
Knowledge?



Machine Learning 



Supervised learning



Machine Learneng Can generate Knowledge like 
This



Unsupervised 
Machine 
Learning

In unsupervised learning, machine learning algorithms
are trained on a set of unlabeled data. This data does not
include any desired output data. The machine learning
algorithm learns to identify patterns in the data. Once
the machine learning algorithm has been trained, it can be
used to generate new knowledge by predicting the
relationships between different pieces of data.



Ex: Unsupervised Machine Learning



Differences between  ML Sup & Unsup



Reinforcement learning

In reinforcement learning, machine learning algorithms
are trained to take actions in an environment in order to
maximize a reward. The machine learning algorithm
learns to associate certain actions with certain rewards.
Once the machine learning algorithm has been trained,
it can be used to generate new knowledge by exploring
the environment and finding new ways to maximize the
reward.



Natural language processing (NLP) is a branch of
computer science and artificial intelligence that deals
with the interaction between computers and human
(natural) languages. It is concerned with the
understanding, interpretation, and generation of
human language.



NLP Techniques NLP Techniques 



NLP for DocumentsNLP for Documents

By Extracting:
• Entites.
• Keywords.
• Concepts.
• Other LS.



NLP for Resouces Indexing NLP for Resouces Indexing 



The Results will be Like ThisThe Results will be Like This





A neural network is a type of AI algorithms that is inspired by the human brain. 
It is a collection of interconnected nodes, or artificial neurons, that learn to 
perform a task by analyzing data. Neural networks are typically used for tasks 
that are difficult or impossible for traditional machine learning algorithms to 
solve, such as image recognition, natural language processing, and speech 
recognition.

• Here is a simple overview of how a neural network works:
• The neural network is presented with a set of data.
• The data is passed through the network, layer by layer.
• At each layer, the nodes in the layer process the data and pass it on to 

the next layer.
• The final layer of the network outputs a prediction or classification.



Multiple Hidden Layers



What’s Going on Inside It?

To Make an Artificial Neural Network, We Need to Use the Most Universal 
Language Mathematics.



By Convolution Neural Networks



After all these ,

How Can Control These Generated 
Data?



Or

Backing to the Main Question that 
has been Asked in IFLA WLIC 2014 !!!



By Bibliographic Control)



Did The Digital Tide 
Knock UBC Out?”





Bibliographic Control Still and will be 
Remains

• Bibliographic control can play a role in generative AI in several ways:
• It can help to identify and select relevant information resources. Generative AI systems need 

access to a large corpus of text in order to generate new text that is both coherent and 
meaningful. Bibliographic control can help to identify and select relevant information 
resources, such as books, articles, and websites.

• It can help to describe and organize information resources. Bibliographic control systems 
provide a standardized way to describe information resources, such as their title, author, 
publication date, and subject matter. This can be helpful for generative AI systems to 
understand the content of information resources and to generate new text that is consistent 
with the style and tone of the resources.

• It can help to track and manage information resources. Bibliographic control systems can help 
to track and manage information resources, such as their current location, ownership, and 
circulation status. This can be helpful for generative AI systems to ensure that they are using 
the most up-to-date information resources and to prevent plagiarism.



Bibliographic 
Control 

Still and will be 
Remains

• Here are some specific examples of how bibliographic control can be used in generative AI:
• A generative AI system could be used to write a news article about a recent scientific discovery. 
• The system could use bibliographic control to identify and select relevant scientific papers that have been 
published on the discovery. 
• The system could then use the information from these papers to generate a new article that is both accurate and 
informative.
• A generative AI system could be used to create a new poem. 
• The system could use bibliographic control to identify and select relevant poems from different cultures and time 
periods. 
• The system could then use the information from these poems to generate a new poem that is both creative and 
original.
• A generative AI system could be used to write a new business proposal. The system could use bibliographic 
control to identify and select relevant business reports and case studies. 
• The system could then use the information from these resources to generate a new proposal that is both 
persuasive and feasible.



The Digital Tide Won't Knock UBC Out !!!



But!!!
To Achieve that we 
need review our 

Bibliographic Tools 
to to include the 

following: 





Finally , We Can Say

“Now We Should Creating Bibliographic Control not 
for Human Users, but for Machine, Generative AI, 

and Smart Agents”



Based on Bibliographic Control, the
Generative AI Will Do …



Entities ExtractingEntities Extracting





Smart OCR







Detecting Text, Images..etcDetecting Text, Images..etc



Generate by Metadata



Generate Images Doesn’t Exist based on Metadata.





@Fascinatingpics

Compatibility, Integration & PeaceSo, We Have Turned Our Fears from Machines to..

http://www.flickr.com/photos/54136840@N00/4921290518/





The Faster We Adapt, 
The Faster We Escape 

Extinction



The Half of Science, 
Is Organizing !!!



Thank you for 
Listening 




